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Omsi 2 is an exciting simulation from Aerosoft GmbH in which the player drives a bus on various routes in Berlin. The challenge is to drive on time in cities with heavy traffic. Various other vehicles and processes are simulated, such as route change, passenger flow,
control center, weather, and enemy vehicles. OMSI 2 is a bus driving simulation for Windows published by Aerosoft GmbH. The player is the driver of a bus of Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe. It is double-decker bus of the series MAN SD 200 and MAN SD 202 as well as low

floor buses of the type MAN NL 202 and MAN NG 272 with the original logos of the manufacturer. Here, vehicles of different years were replicated with different vehicle advertising. Can be driven on the line 92/137 and the section 92E between Falkensee /
Freudstrae and Heerstrae city boundary / Hahneberg, BVG routes 5 / 5E / 5N / 130 / N30 between Spandau Psychiatric Hospital and U-Bahn station Ruhleben and part of BVG route 13N / N33 between Heerstrae Stadtgrenze / Hahneberg and U-Bahnhof Rathaus

Spandau. In addition to driving itself, the ticket sale and passenger comfort is also simulated. In addition, the player can ride in buses of AI traffic. With the Map Editor included in the game scope, it is possible to create your own maps and lines for OMSI. Also own
bus models can be integrated into the game. Interaction among objects is based on a stack machine scripting language resembling assembler. OMSI 2 is a unique video game where you drive buses through the streets of Berlin set in the 1980's. The game is a true
simulation, as you need to make your stops on time and your bus dashboard spares no detail. You will need to read the manual, as learning how to actually drive the bus and knowing your route will be quite difficult without it. The weather changes often and Omsi 2

contains an actual accurate depiction of 1980's Berlin complete with the Berlin Wall. The game is part of the popular simulation series which includes trains and other vehicles.
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Omsi 2 is an exciting simulation from Aerosoft GmbH in which the
player drives a bus on various routes in Berlin. The challenge is to

drive on time in cities with heavy traffic. Various other vehicles and
processes are simulated, such as route change, passenger flow,

control center, weather, and enemy vehicles. OMSI 2 is a bus driving
simulation for Windows published by Aerosoft GmbH. The player is
the driver of a bus of Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe. It is double-decker
bus of the series MAN SD 200 and MAN SD 202 as well as low floor
buses of the type MAN NL 202 and MAN NG 272 with the original
logos of the manufacturer. Here, vehicles of different years were
replicated with different vehicle advertising. Can be driven on the

line 92/137 and the section 92E between Falkensee / Freudstrae and
Heerstrae city boundary / Hahneberg, BVG routes 5 / 5E / 5N / 130 /

N30 between Spandau Psychiatric Hospital and U-Bahn station
Ruhleben and part of BVG route 13N / N33 between Heerstrae
Stadtgrenze / Hahneberg and U-Bahnhof Rathaus Spandau. In

addition to driving itself, the ticket sale and passenger comfort is
also simulated. In addition, the player can ride in buses of AI traffic.

With the Map Editor included in the game scope, it is possible to
create your own maps and lines for OMSI. Also own bus models can
be integrated into the game. Interaction among objects is based on
a stack machine scripting language resembling assembler. OMSI 2 is
a unique video game where you drive buses through the streets of
Berlin set in the 1980's. The game is a true simulation, as you need

to make your stops on time and your bus dashboard spares no
detail. You will need to read the manual, as learning how to actually
drive the bus and knowing your route will be quite difficult without it.
The weather changes often and Omsi 2 contains an actual accurate

depiction of 1980's Berlin complete with the Berlin Wall. The game is
part of the popular simulation series which includes trains and other
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